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Our Second Decade

By Chris Michailoff
News Editor

By Lynn Ann Casey
Staff Writer

The sun is an excellent source of
untapped energy.
Second, we must
"promote energy conservation." Society
is not serious enough about conservation
and a change is needed in the
"environmental ethic nationwide."
Dr. Niering addressed the young
people of the audience by saying that it
"may take your generation and not mine"
to bring about the change necessary to
improve the environment and increase
efficiency in energy use. Niering stated
that he not only wanted to make his
audience think, but more importantly to
make them act.
In quoting Lincoln, Niering said,
"we can sin in silence"; or as Niering
says "we can leave this world a little bit
better than we found it."
The
next
speaker
in
the
Environmental Lecture Series will be
Gary D. Brewer, professor of resource
policy and managment at Yale, on
November 4.

Diverse, well-rounded students
comprise Class of 1991
By Joanne Smith
Staff Writer
The Class of 1991 is a diverse group
of over 750 students carefully chosen
from a pool of 5,711 applicants.
The students were chosen based on
the quality of their high school record,
the types of courses taken, honors
received, and grade point average. "Each
year the University receives a better
student," notes Dean of Admissions,
David M. Flynn. This year's freshmen
averaged in the top 21% of their class,
with an average GPA of 88 or better and
SAT scores averaging over 1100,
compared to the national average of 920.
The board of admissions also chose
students who display the characteristics
of a well-rounded individual, participating
in such activities as the high school
newspaper, yearbook or taking leadership
roles among their peers.
The new freshmen represent 27
states and four countries. Dean Flynn
states "Fairfield is striving to make
everyone's experience here diverse and the
learning process more inclusive. The
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Support group meets
needs of students

Niering
discusses
environment
Dr. William A. Niering was here to
give what he believes is a "holistic view
of environmental impacts confronting
humankind." He said he did not "want to
paint a picture of gloom and doom"
about the environment and its problems
today, but, instead, to "make us think"
about it.
Dr. William Niering is a professor
of Botany at Connecticut College.
Niering who has served as a land
ecologist, an editor of a bulletin on
ecology, and as a consultant to wildlife
committees, spoke in the Center for
Financial Studies on October 7 at 8:00.
He is a member of the North Atlantic
Regional Advisory Committee, and a
consultant to the New York City Parks
Natural Resources Group.
Dr. Niering launched a series of
three lectures presented by Fairfield
University's Program in Environmental
Studies, and funded by a grant from the
Olin Corporation Charitable Trust.
There are so many problems and so
many complications that have to be
dealt with that society must begin
somewhere. Such problems on a global
level include: climatic change, loss in
biotic diversity, nuclear winter, and a
loss of the ozone layer.
In remedy, Dr. Niering has two
basic suggestions. First, he advocates
"developing solar energy to the
maximum" as opposed to fossil fuel.
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freshman class is a step in that
direction."
He attributes the broadening of the
University's reputation to its academic
status, Jesuit origin, prime location, and
picturesque campus.
The diversity, he claims, is also due
to an expansion of recruitment programs,
notably in such places as Minneapolis,
California, Florida and Atlanta, although
the influence of Alumni references should
not be underestimated.
Fairfield is also ranked as "very
competitive" in nationally distributed
college guides such as Peterson's and
Insider's. Only 1 of every 100 colleges
in the nation accept fewer than 50% of
their applicant pool-Fairfield is included
in this category.
The most frequently chosen majors
in the School of Arts and Sciences are
Liberal Arts, Biology, English, and
Politics;
Accounting,
Undeclared
Business, Finance and Management are
most commonly selected in the School
of Business.
The Freshmen, 85% of whom live
on campus, are approximately 90%
Catholic. 4% are minorities.
R

To meet the ever-increasing needs of
students, Dr. Robert Stepsis, the
Academic Vice President, has set up the
Academic Support Group.
The Academic Support Group is
headed by Fr. Thomas Savage, S.J., the
Assistant Academic Vice President. This
committee is comprised of all the
assistant and associate deans throughout
the University, as well as Fr. Henry
Murphy, S.J., the Dean of Freshmen, the
Registrar, and two members from
Student Services. Both Fr. Lawrence
O'Neil, S.J. and Linda Tribuzio, the
director of Tutorial Services, make up the
Student Service aspect of the group.
According to Fr. Savage, "This
group is unique because it combines
Student Service Staff members with
Academic members of the school."
Incorporating Student Services and
Academics was done with the intent of
having a better overview of the student.
Dr. Stepsis has given this group a
few areas to look at in the University.
The Academic Support Group will
review the policies for student probation,
suspension, and re-admission to Fairfield.
This group will also be responsible

for making up the academic calendar. Fr.
Savage is looking into a way that would
combine the calendars of both the
Undergraduate and Graduate Schools.
Fairfield University must comply
with regulations on how long records
must be kept; and this group will focus
on the amount of time the University
must keep records.
Fr. Savage said, "We will try to get
more systematic about making sure that
the students fulfill the proper class
requirements to graduate." He felt that in
the past students lost out since the
University would not notify them if they
failed to have enough classes to graduate.
The Academic Support Group will
provide a semester's notice to a
graduating student indicating if they have
failed to meet necessary requirements to
graduate.
The process of faculty advisors will
be reviewed at all levels. Fr. Savage
states, "We are going to prepare a
University handbook for all students to
review." This will allow faculty advisors
to formulate a better system to advise
students; while at the same time
establish a definite role for the advisors.
Fr. Savage feels this group is a step
in a positive direction, since it brings
together Academics and Student Services
which can "look at the entire student."

Reeves presents lecture
(PR)-Author
and
syndicated
columnist Richard Reeves will present a
lecture entitled "The Incredible American
Journey:
1787-1987," at Fairfield
University, Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center Oakroom. The lecture is
part of the People's Forum lecture series
made possible through a grant from
People's Bank.
As one of the country's leading
commentators
on
American
and
international affairs, Mr. Reeves' writing
appears regularly in "The New Yorker"
and "The New York Times Magazine."
He is the author of seven books
including the best selling "Convention"
and "American Journey: Travelling with
Tocqueville in Search of Democracy in
America."
Mr. Reeves has also won several of
American television's major documentary
film awards. His ABC "Clqse-Up" film,
"Lights, Camera Politics!" received
the 1980 Emmy for outstanding program
achievement;
"Struggle
for

Birmingham," produced for public
television's "Frontline" won a 1984
Colombia-Dupont Award for best
network documentary; and "Red Star
Over Khyber," also for "Frontline," won
a 1984 George Foster Peabody Award.
A
former
chief
political
correspondent for the "New York Times,"
Mr. Reeves has been an editor of "New
York" Magazine and "Esquire." Educated
as a mechanical engineer at Stevens
Institute of Technology in New Jersey,
he began his journalism career as the
founder of a weekly newspaper in
Phillipsburg,
New
Jersey,
before
becoming a reporter for The New York
Herald Tribune.
Mr. Reeves' Fairfield lecture will
provide a provocative and original
analysis of Tocqueville's "Democracy in
America." By retracing the French social
commentator's travels across the United
States, Mr. Reeves will compare the
Americans of 200 years ago to their
modem-day counterparts.

The annual Appalachia festival, which took pi ace last weekend, attracted gift-buyers
from all over Fairfield County.
(photo by Langzettel)
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NEWS
Schif named Leader of Month
By Christine Tiernan
Staff Writer
This year, the Council of Student
Organizations (C.O.S.O.) has decided to
honor one student each month for
outstanding leadership and service to
Fairfield. For the month of September,
the person chosen is Debbie Schif.
When Schif was asked what the
most important quality of a leader should
be, she replied, "A leader should care
about what he or she is doing first, and
then other things will follow, like
enthusiasm, dedication, and ambition.
Honesty is also very important."
Certainly, these qualities that Schif
chose, also describes the kind of person
that she is. She definitely cares a great
deal about Fairfield and its people.
For the past two years, Schif has
been a Resident Advisor in Gonzaga.
She loves her job, and believes that the
role of an R.A. as a liason between the
administration and the student body is of
great significance.
Schif also helped with the planning
of Leadership Weekend, which was
sponsored by C.O.S.O. Then, during the
weekend, she served as a group leader and
contributed to making the weekend a lot
of fun for everyone.
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Debbie Schif. (photo by Langzettel)
In addition, Schif has the demanding
job of being in charge of Fairfield Games
for F.U.S.A. Her involvement with the
Dorm Olympics and the College Bowl
made both of these events successful.
When asked how she tackled these
events, she said, "You have to be creative
and you have to have a positive attitude,
believing that what you are doing will be
a success."
And a success is definitely what
Schif has made of everything she does.
She is the type of person that takes
things seriously, but has fun doing them.
She is energetic and very friendly, and
most of all she cares.

Interested in computer
graphics/layout?
Contact The Mirror, Box AA

Career Planning Center Corner
Thursday, October 14
Resume Workshop
All Majors, All Classes
F.D.R. - 3:00 pm
Monday, October 19
Interviewing Workshop
All Majors, All Classes
F.D.R. - 3:00 pm
Tuesday, October 20
"Alumni Professional Night"
Alumni House - 7:00 pm
Ed Beaudreault, Class of '70, of
Johnson, Lane, Space, and Smith,
Inc., will speak on careers in
financial services. Refreshments
will be served.

Wednesday, October 21
Workshop for Sophomores
F.D.R. - 3:00 pm
How can the Career Planning Center
help you?
Explore career fields, start your
search for a summer job related to
your major.
Thursday, October 22
Kidder Peabody Information System
Operations Training Program
Business/Math/Computer Science
Majors
SENIORS ONLY!
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""•""Information may be submitted to
CAMPUS CALENDAR c/o Christine
Box 2956.

18 Sun
PARENTS'
CONTINUES

Flute Choir Practice Oak 8-10AM
Manor Video Yrbk. TH 155, 6PM
L/A Studies Club mtg. BNW253 7:309PM
FUSA Coffeehouse, Split Decision, StagHer, 9PM .
English Workshop
FOB231
4:305:30PM
Resume Workshop FDR 3-5PM
Leadership mtg. FMR 3:30PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Sp. Dinner: Kostka 2 FDR 5:30PM

19 Mon
WEEKEND '87

Cheers...To the beginning of the
floating naut...beach life is back!.. To
Columbus, for discovering our country,
and for giving us a day off...and to
everyone
who toasted him
with
style...like the Money Pit and the
Caddyshack...to
upcoming
parent's
weekend...finally a good meal (but we
really miss you anyway, Mom and
Dad)...to Harvest Weekend's quickly
approaching....let's dance...

Academic Council FOB245 4:30PM
Circle K mtg. BNW138 7-8PM
Interview Workshop FDR 3-5PM
Student Legislature mtg. FDR 7:30PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Marine Corps Lobby UAM-6PM
Flower sale for Harvest
Lobby
10:30AM-2:30PM
Bio Society Bannow 254 5:45PM

Boos...To night classes that met
this past Monday...don't we all deserve at
least one holiday?...To the thousands of
dollars of dorm damage done last
weekend... we should have known better
than to let the babysitters off duty..to the
soccer game in the gameroom...it
s—ks...to houses without heat and
professors without heart..to the new
price, 75 cents, to wash clothes on
campus...soon we'll have to choose
between clean clothes or food...

ESS
October 19-23,198?
Alcohol Awareness Week Kick-off
12:00p.m.
Oak room patio
(Ballons, Buttons)
Peer Counselor questionnaire
11-1 p.m.
Campus Center
Film Fest
12:30p.m.
C.C. Lobby
Start of Dorm Council Banner Contest (Join in the Fun and PRIZES)
Start of Resident Advisor Bulletin Board Contest

Film Fest
11a.m.
Alcohol Bowl (Who Knows More?)
12p.m.
WVOF Interview concerning Alcohol 7:30 p.m.
"It only hurts when 1 laugh"

8p.m.

Guenster Rehabilitation Center
Film Fest

11-2p.m.

Results of Questionnaire
Alcohol Awareness Work shop

7p.m.
8p.m.

Stag-Her Inn
C.C. Lobby
FM88.5
Stag-Her Inn
C.C. Lobby
Main Dinning Room
Mirror
Oak Room
Stag-Her Inn

Party in Stag-Her Inn
(Prizes awarded for best banners and bulletin board)

Guenster Rehabilitation Center
INXS Concert

15 Thurs
CAMPUS
CALENDAR

(tfuwuu** 2JwiL>

1 i-2p.m.

C.C. Lobby

"Don't Drink INXS tonight"

16 Fri
FUSA Video: "Trading Places" Gonzaga
Aud. 7:30PM

20 Tues
Bellarmine Lect: Richard Reeves Oak
8PM
Pep Band Gonzaga Aud. 7-9PM
Student Legislature FDR 7:30-9PM
Flower Sales for Harvest continue

17 Sat
PARENTS' WEEKEND '87!
Parents' Weekend Mass Alumni Hall 4
5:30PM
Parents' Dance Campus Center 9PM

21 Wed
Workshop for Sophomores FDR
3
5PM
Chambers of Commerce FDR 8-9PM
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Peer Counselors J25 6:30-8PM
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Accident victims recover
Normington Schofield were taken to St.
Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport.
"Schofield was treated for facial cuts and
released, while Loumeau remains in
stable condition."
Another
passenger,
Marc
Cummings, remains hospitalized in
Bridgeport Hospital, while, the fourth
passenger, John Patterson, was treated
and released from Park City Hospital in
Bridgeport.
Fr. William Cullen, S.J., the
Associate University Chaplain, was
notified at 2:00am on the morning of
the accident, and went to the hospitals.
The entire Campus Ministry provided
support and prayers for the students and
families of the individuals involved.
Fr. James Hayes S.J., the Assistant
University Chaplain, offered the noon
mass on October 7 for "the four students,
and for their complete recovery". Over
150 students and family members
attended the liturgy. In his homily, Fr.
Hayes suggested that since, "it is the
Feast of Our Lady of the Rosary, now
would be a good time to pray the rosary
for the four guys."

By Chris Michailoff
News Editor
While driving home on Reef Road
on Wednesday October 7, at 1:03 am,
four Fairfield University seniors crashed
into a telephone pole. This one-car
accident sent all four to the hospital, after
the Fairfield Fire Department's rescue
team responded to the accident.
According to police reports, the car
was traveling at a high rate of speed
when it crossed into the oncoming lane
and struck a telephone pole and tree
before coming to a stop. The impact
caused two of the four passengers to be
thrown from the vehicle.
The Fire Department responded to
the accident by dispatching an engine
truck and rescue unit, which according to
Fire Dept. Captain Felner, "is comprised
of seven men".
The rescue team had to remove Paul
Loumeau from the wrecked car with an
apparatus called the Jaws of Life, which
seperates the car from the person who is
trapped.
Loumeau and passenger

<$oxy Locks

CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS
On Wednesday evening, October 21st, Fairfield University will offer
hospitality to participants of the Interfaith Pilgrimage to support the Central
American Peace Accords. This Pilgrimage has been organized by the New England
Sangha, a society of Buddhist Religions, who on October 4th celebrated the second
anniversary of their Temple and Peace Pagoda in Leverett, Mass. The Pilgrimage
is "a walk of prayer with our bodies, hearts and minds, to support the Peace Accords
and cease-fire in Central America." The walkers plan to arrive in Washington D.C.
on November 7th to celebrate the cease-fire throughout Central America.
The walkers will arrive at Fairfield University on Wednesday Oct. 21st at 5:00
pm. An Interfaith Service will take place in Loyola Chapel at 5:30pm. An evening
program will begin at 7:30pm in Loyola Chapel. Brother Kato, a Japanese Buddhist
Monk, George Mizo, a United States Vietnam Veteran and a member of the
international delegation will speak. The Faith and Justice Coalition will transport
the walkers to the Urban Retreat House where they will spend the night. Anyone
interested in working on a task force to welcome our Buddhist Brothers and Sisters,
U.S. Veterans for" peace in Central America and members of the international peace
community should contact Cornelia Dinnean, Faith, Peace and Justice Programs,
CNS. 200 ex. 2889.
On Tuesday, October 20th at 7:30 p.m., First Church Congregational, 148
Beach Road, Fairfield, in conjunction with the Greater Bridgeport AIDS Project,
Inc., will hold its 3rd Annual Free Community Forum on AIDS. This year's
program will include:
The showing of the video tape "The Human Face of AIDS" by James
E. Hurley who died in March 1987 of AIDS and was the subject of
a Newsweek article earlier this year.
Mr Hurley's sister, Jane Blakeman, will be available to answer
questions.

Discover it for yourself.
(newly remodeled)

Reverend Thaddeus Bennett- Director of the Ecumenical AIDS
Ministry Program, which is seeking to empower the religious
community to respond to AIDS, will also speak.

259-5888
PRECISION CUTS
• PERMS • HI-UTES

The public is urged to attend. Further information may be obtained from Reverend
David Spollett, 259-8396.

1275 Post Rd. (Brickwalk) Ffld.
(Across from Post Office

WALK-INS WELCOME
Tues.-Sat. 9-5; Thurs. 9-8

WRITING CENTER WORKSHOP Thursday, October 15 at 4:30-5:30 in
FOB 231. Have you spent the day washing your hair? making phone calls? rerolling your socks? avoiding writing the paper you've been assigned? Everyone
does. We'll show you some professional tricks for picking topics, getting started
on your papers and organizing them. Bring your problems and your papers.

HELP WANTED
• Positions in Card and Gift Sales and entertainers for singing telegrams needed.
• Part-time morning, afternoon and evening positions available
• Excellent pay.

MONKEY

mwmmm

MAILROOM ASSISTANT
Excellent opportunity for student to learn about an international corporation.
Permanent/Part Time Position
20 Hrs. Per Week
Flexible Hours
Prefer 1-5 P.M. Daily
Process Mail, Shipping & Receiving, Some Lifting
$6-$7 an hour, some benefits. Immediate Opening.

Contact Diana Carlisle, Wilton, CT 834-2467

isss*

Call Monkey Business 255-9896
1844 Post Road, Fairfield
If its not convenient
to get to a salon
consider the
Affordable Salon
Alternative

SPECIAL

$99

EXECUTIVE
METAL
DESK

SPECIAL

$80

METAL
STORAGE
CABINET

Professional Haircuts
at your place
For a private
appointment

336-0347

^MichelK
lAlime'na
Will'.

Special

group discounts

Please contact Box AA if intested in becoming a

MIRROR
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

ADVERTISEMENT
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An Invitation to Fairfield Men...

JOIN the

FAIRFIELD
AMBASSADORS
of SONG
—The Tradition ContinuesDaniel G. Rowland 74
Director

Highlights of the
Past 40 years include:
*Carnegie Hall Concerts
* Performances at the National Shrine
(Washington, D.C.)
*National Anthem at New York Mets Games
*Performing for Pope John Paul II's
last American visit
*Albums recorded on the RCA Victor label

Last year's highlights include:
*Performing at the Closing Ceremonies
of "Liberty Weekend" at Giants Stadium
on Nat'l TV.
*National Anthem at New England
Patriots Game
*Performance at St. Patrick's Cathedral, N.Y.C.
*40th Annual "Klein Concert"
*Boston and Philadelphia Concert Tours

f * f f | § i#ff §J& |
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The Fairfield Ambassadors of
Song is now a 65-voice male
chorus comprised of undergraduates, alumni, faculty and friends
of Fairfield University. As old as
the University itself, the group
has won critical acclaim pleasing
audiences from Boston to
Chicago to Washington, D.C.

For more information,
contact Mike Longofono, (203) 259-8855
Box 1418
Fairfield University

TUESDAYS!

7:00 P.M.
Julie Hall Chapel
Fairfield University

i
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Parent's Weekend
Events
Saturday October 17

OPERATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM

9:00am-Registration desk open -Campus Center. Coffee, tea, donuts available.
Parents can pick up their registration packet by 3:00pm
9:00am-12:00pm-Pre-Season Men's and Women's Basketball Exhibitions.
Alumni Hall.
9:00am-5:00pm -Bookstore Hours - Ground floor, Campus Center.
9:00am-9:00pm-Nyselius Library Hours-Exhibit currently on display in
conjuction with the University History Department is by Allen G. Berman.
10:00am- Rec Plex Opens - Parents are invited to use the facilities on Saturday and
Sunday.
10:00am-3:30pm - Bus Tours of Campus throughout the day- Tours originate
in front of the Campus Center on the half hour.
10:00am-10:30am-Study Aboard Programs-Campus Center Faculty Dining
Room. Faculty advisors and students who have studied aboard discuss various
programs at foreign universities.
10:15am-10:45am-" The Beach and Townhouses"-Campus Center Mezzanine.
Discussion with Richard Rossi, Director of Student Residences and Teresa Scott,
Assistant Director, Student Residences.
10:30am-l l:30am-Career Counseling and Internship Programs "Internships:
Bridge to Careers"-Sr. Therese Donnelly, Associate Director of the Career
Planning Center.
11:00am-12:00pm-"Education, Ethics and Public Life"-Oak Room. A lively
faculty discussion on current events and its effects on college students outlook on
ethics. Dr. Kevin Cassidy-Peace, Faith and Justice Program; Dr. Paul LakelandReligious Studies Department; Dr. Donald Greenburg-Politics Department; Dr.
Leo O'Connor - American Studies; Moderator-Dr. Robert Stepsis, Academic Vice
President.
10:30am -Women's Cross Country vs. Yale.
11:00am - Women's Field Hockey vs. La Salle - Barlow Field.
11:30am-1:30pm -Buffet Lunch served in the Main Dining Room for parents and
students.
11:30am -Men's Cross Country vs. Pace
12:00pm -Women's Tennis vs. Manhattan College, Rec Plex Tennis Courts
12:30pm-l:30pm-Fairfield Dramatics Presentation-Campus Center Patio.
Performed by the Fairifeld University Drama Club.
l:00pm-2:00pm"Undeclared? Here's Help In Choosing A Major?"
Dr. David Danahar, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Faculty Dining Room, Campus Center.
2:00pm-3:30pm-"Curriculum Directions - Setting Sites on the 21st
Century." Dr. R. Keith Martin, Dean of the School of Business, Oak Room.
2:OOpm-3:30pm- School of Nursing-tour of facilities. At 2:30pm, Dr. Phyllis E.
Porter, Dean of the School of Nursing, will present "Nursing, Why Not!"
with a question and answer period folowing in the Nursing Auditorium,
2:00pm-3:30pm-Bannow Open House. Faculty and students will be available for
exhibits and discussion in the following locations in Bannow:
Physics Lab-Room 139; Chemistry Lab-Room 338; Biology Labs-Rooms 238,
240, 245, 250.
2:00pm-"Shakespeare - A Unique Approach"- Join Fr. Lynch for a half hour
demonstartion on computer drills for teaching Shakespeare.
2:00pm-Psychology Internships-Robert G. Compton, Division Manager,
Network Services at AT&T, White Plains, New York, will address parents on the
type of job-related experiences AT&T has provided for Psychology interns.
2:30pm-"Using Computers in Languages"-Hands on experience using the
computer as a study aid in Latin. Prof. Vincent Rosivach, Director, Greek and
Roman Studies.
2:00pm-3:00pm-"The Constitution: Intent and Interpretation." History
Panel Faculty Discussion.
2:00pm-3:00pm- Media Center-Xavier Hall. Tour and meet the staff.
3:00pm -Men's Soccer vs. UMass - Campion Field.
4:00pm-Parent's Weekend Mass - Alumni Hall Gymnasium.
5:00pm-6:00pm-President's Reception- Oak Room. Rev. Aloyysius P. Kelley,
S.J., President of Fairfield University, will host parents, students and faculty
members immediately following the Mass.
9:00pm-1:00am-Parent's Weekend Dance-sponsored by the Fairifeld University
Student Association. Campus Center. Doors open at 8:30 pm.

AT
KLDDER, PEABODY & COMPANY JNC

Representatives from Kidder, Peabody & Company, a major
investment bank and brokerage firm located in New York City, are
hosting an information session describing career opportunities in
our Operations Training Program.

DATE: Thursday, October 22,1987

TIME: 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM

LOCATION: Faculty Dining Room
Campus Center
Kidder, Peabody's Operations Training Program is a rotational
program designed to familiarize trainees with our major
processing and support departments, and to develop the skills
needed to manage business problems, control transaction
processing, and create new operating systems.

Interested students should contact the Career Development

Sunday, October 18
10:00am-11:00am -Join Chris Ritchie '88, President of the Fairfield University
Student Association for a fireside chat on Student Life-CC Mezzanine.
11:00am-3:00pm-Bookstore Hours.
11:00am-Parent's Weekend Brunch located in the CC Main Dining Room.
12:00pm-Rec Plex Open House.
l:30pm-2:30pm-Fairfield University Glee Club and Chamber Singers
perform in the Gonzaga Auditorium.
3:00pm-5:00pm-Alpha Sigma Nu-Campus Center Oak Room. Jesuit Honor
Society Induction (by invitation only).

Center for further information.

PREGNANT?
and need help...

trtfjrtgfjt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL: 372-2777
1-800-848-LOVE
Free Pregnancy Test

KIDDER, PEABODY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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FEATURES
Personal Profiles of Playhouse Performers
By Nora Nasif
Staff Writer
Berlin to Broadway , a musical
starring both veteran and new performers
will be Fairfield Playhouse's first
production of the year.
Senior Tara Lucano is a fine arts
major and has been with the playhouse
since sophomore year, when she
transferred to Fairfield from Adelphi
University. While in high school, Tara
was mainly interested in singing. She
sang in the chorus of the Barry Manilow
Show at the Uris Theatre on Broadway
and presently sings at home with her
brother's rock band, using a lot of
material from
her role model and
mentor, Linda Rondstat.
While at Fairfield, Tara has been
involved with the theater, starring in The
Runner Stumbles and The Curse of the
Starving Class. She also used to sing
the National Anthem at Fairfield
basketball games and "absolutely lives"
for Woody Allen movies.
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Christian Schrader

This past summer, Tara had an
internship in the casting department of
Another World in New York. She plans
to pursue acting as a career. Her forte
seems to be stage, since she really
doesn't want to go into television
immediately. "I would like to pursue
acting when I graduate if it makes
money," said Tara, "if it doesn't, I'll
quit."
Michael
H.
Hegley,
a
communications major and part-time
student is originally from Pittsburg, Pa.,
but has lived in Fairfield for the past two
years.
Michael moved to Fairfield
because of the encouragement of his
father, Hank Stohl, who is a freelance
actor here.
Michael works as a carpenter during
the day and goes to classes and acts at
night. He was never involved in high
school but always wanted to act, so he
auditioned at Fairfield and got a part.
Michael has been acting with the
playhouse since last year when he
debuted with Twelve Angry Men, The
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Suzanne Quinn (photos by Langzettel)

Citicorp/Citibank
Career Presentation

:-M

Tara Lucano

Mike Hegley

Maura Rowe

John Schratwieser

Curse of the Starving Class, Waiting for
Godot, and Charlie's Aunt.
Michael is working on a resume and
will try to hit New York as soon as he
gets enough experience. He plans to be a
professional actor in either the movies
or theater.
"I like plays a
lot,"emphasized Michael "but I like the
idea of film because it is so permanent."
Besides acting, Michael
enjoys
hang-gliding , rock collecting , and
performing on his radio show at WVOF
Tuesday mornings from 7 to 9.
Sophomore Maurra C. Rowe is a
fine arts major and an English minor

who has been involved in the theater
since she was a child.
She has been
dancing, mostly balletjazz, and tap for
ten years and has been doing shows for
eight years. Maura takes a dance class
here at Fairfield and also travels to the
city for ballet lessons.
This past summer she performed in
Wop Bop, a £0's review at the Dante
Cabaret Theater and Brighton Beach
Memoirs at the Polka Dot Playhouse,
both in Bridgeport. At Fairfield, Maura
has performed in Twelve Angry Men,
Waiting for Godot, and Charlie's Aunt.
See Performers, p. 7

WE NEED SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
HOURS 7:00 A.M. — 8:45 A.M.
2:15 P.M. —4:15 P.M.

Citicorp/Citibank invites you to
talk with representatives from
the NorthAmerican investment
bank about careers with its operations and systems group.
Date: Oct. 27, 1987
Time: 7:30 A.M.-9:30 P.M.
Place: Faculty Meeting Room/
Campus Center
Refreshments will be served

Westport Public Schools
You could share a morning & afternoon
route with a buddy.
We will train you on fully automatic
school buses with power steering.

EARN $170 PER WEEK FOR
LESS THAN 20 HRS. PER WEEK
Masiello Bus Co.
304 East State St.
Westport, Conn.

226-1019
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SAT:
Star Trek Aptitude Test
By Joe DeVito
Feature's Editor
1. Occassionally, the " Starship
Enterprise will encounter a planet whose
inhabitants emulate one of the more
violent times in the history of our own
planet. Which of the following is not a
scenario from a Star Trek episode?
a. The crew encounters a planet
populated by Nazis.
h. The crew encounters a planet
populated by ancient Romans.
c. The crew encounters a planet
populated by prohibited era gangsters.
d. The crew encounters a planet
populated by the cast of Three's
Company.
2. When Captain Kirk engages in
hand to hand combat, which of the
following is certain to occur?
a. Kirk will have to wipe blood off
of his lip with the back of his hand.
b. Kirk will execute a completely
useless forward roll.
c. Kirk will tear his shirt.
d. All of the above.
3. Complete the following sentence
for Dr. McCoy: "Dammit Jim, I'm a
doctor, not a...":
a. licensed electrician
b. geologist

c. professional Elvis impersonator
4. True or False: Lt. Chekoff has a
brother.
5. Which of the following is a
requirement for female crew members of
the Enterprise?
a. Thorough knowledge of the Star
Federations rules and regulations.
b. The ability to make quick
decisions.
c. A good fiqure and a bee-hive
hairdo at least three feet high.
6. Which of the following is a
requirement for male crew members of
the Enterprise?
a. Mental and physical toughness.
b. A willigness to beam down to a
hostile alien planet.
c. A willigness to beam down to a
hostile alien planet and be disintegrated
before the first commercial.
7. Most humanoid aliens are hostile
because:
a. They feel threatened by the
Enterprises' huge arsenal.
b. They are jealous of Kirk's
rouguish good looks.
c. The costume department made
them wear brightly colored one-piece
jumpsuits.
8. Which of the following does
Captain Kirk not do while in the
prescence of an attractive female alien?

a. Give her a backrub.
b. Talk about earth's romantic
customs over a glass of wine.
t. Constantly look at the camera and
raise his eyebrow.
d. Refer to condoms as "space
shields."
9.
Mr. Spock becomes most
perturbered when:
a. He notices something that is
illogical.
b. He accidentally shows some
emotion.
c. He gets the seven year "Vulcan
Hornies."
• 10. If during the turbulance the
crew is thrown to the right, Lt. Uhura
will be:
a. Thrown to the right also.

Performers From p. 6

Call your mummy

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

AT&T
fabeu and Cost-olio «*<»
wMwmny
>l865UmvarsatCHy
utrantftsingCorp
ifAmerisa.titt.
> \m AT*T

b. Thrown to the left.
c. Thrown to the floor and assaulted
by the bridge crew.
11.
When Scotty says, "Aye,
Captain, she can't hold much longer," he
is referring to:
a. The ship's engines.
b. The ship's phaser-resistant
shields.
c. Kirk's "Final Net" hairspray.
12. Dr. McCoy earned the name
'Bones' because:
a. As a doctor, he is familiar with
the human skeletal system.
b. He has knobby knees.
c. He usually has a few joints of
'really good herb' on him.
d. None of the above.

The right choice.

Always interested in dancing and
acting, Maura only began to take it
seriously last year. " I would like to go
into the theater," said Maura, "however,
right now I am trying to figure out what
I want to focus on."
She recently
finished her portfolio and has started with
resumes, but because of school she
won't be able to go on auditions until the
summer.
John Schratwieser is a freshman
from Huntington, Long Island. He is an
undecided Liberal Arts major and has
already become involved in the
playhouse, the
Glee Club, and the
Chamber Singers. John began his career
as Ebenezer Scrooge in a sixth grade play
and has been in at least ten plays since'
then. He has also worked with lights and
has been a stage manager. John seems to
have an interest in Broadway, but says
about his future," I would say I want to
go into acting, but my mother is going
to read this."
Christian L. Schrader is a freshman
communications major from Cleveland,
Ohio, who sees a variety of options for
his career. He wants to go into
professional acting as well as directing
and broadcasting. Christian plays the
trumpet, French horn, and piano and is
currently involved in Claver Dorm
Council, the Glee Club, and Chamber
Singers. He also has a radio show called
"Meshes in the Afternoon" on WVOF
Friday afternoons from 1-3.
On his
show, he plays new music like This
Mortal Coil and The Cocteau Twins.
Aside from music, Christian also enjoys
the
movies,
especially
art
and
underground films.
Suzanne Quinn is a freshman
looking
to
combine
Business
management skills with psychology.
Suzanne is from Old Brookville, L.I. and
first became interested in theater because
of the influence of her family. "My
sister used to be in community theater
and I guess from watching her and my
family selling the tickets, it just got me
intersted," said Suzanne.
When Suzanne became old enough,
she began in community shows and went
on to act in high school. She has also
played the piano since she was ten and
has been playing the flute for five years.
Although the theater takes up much of
her time, she also enjoys playing tennis
when she gets a free moment.
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EDITORIALS
Stop and Think
Next week, FUSA, along with the help of Student Services, will be
launching Alcohol Awareness Week. The Mirror has urged the idea of
responsible drinking in a few isssues this semster; unfortunately many
people have not really taken the offered information seriously.
Hopefully, this upcoming week will change a few ideas about what
drinking really is and what it does to our bodies. All the scheduled events
need to do is simply make people aware of the changes, and it will have done
its job.
Just be aware. Be responsible. Look out for your friends. Don't drink in
excess. Don't drink and drive. You've heard it so many times before, but this
week, why not do something about it?
FUSA will be holding several programs that are informative, important
and integral to the idea of alcohol consumption. Just take a few in and listen.
And please be careful.

LETTERS
Religious Studies curriculum defended
To the Editor:
As I leafed through last week's copy
of the Mirror I was quite astonished to
find an attack by Mr. John Courtmanche
on the Religious Studies curriculum,
which I chair, its professors, and on me
personally. The attack is astoundingly
unknowledgeable and so, obviously,
unfair. Let me first address Mr.
Courtmanche's charge that the
department's curriculum is devoid of
Catholic studies.
Aside from Religious Studies course
listings like independent studies and
seminars which are devoted to revolving
subject matter, the department offers 40
courses. Of these, 30 are devoted to the
Judeo-Christian tradition; 23 explicitly to
the Catholic tradition. His complaint
about the absence of subject matter
devoted to Catholic studies is groundless.
A little homework on this matter might
have resulted in more professional
journalism.
Mr. Courtmanche's complaint about
curriculum seems to assume that it is the
responsibility of the Religious Studies
department to inculate faith and incentive
to religiously motivated action in its
students. It is not, though I confess that
I am personally delighted when mature
intellectual investigation of religious and
theological issues leads my students in
those directions.
His attack on me personally is based

on views that I supposedly teach in my
introductory course: that I attempt "to
prove that Jesus is not the Son of God
and does not deserve the title Christ'." I
have never done or said such things.
Even if I personally held these views - which I do not; in fact, quite the
contraty ~ I hope I would be competent
enough as a scholar to know that these
are efforts and judgements that could not
be defended historically, philosophically,
or theologically.
His charge that I and my colleagues
in Religious Studies are purposefully
undermining the mission of the
university is at once humorous and sad in
its naivete - humorous because its so
preposterous; sad in its casual and
thoughtless imputation of intellectual,
"bad faith" to people who have devoted
their lives to serving students at this
institution.
I must say that I admire what I
assume to be Mr. Courtmanche's
aspirations to a career in journalism. I,
his former teacher, would like to offer the
advice that preparation, accuracy, and
measured judgements in his work will
bring the lasting recognition I am sure he
seeks. Making incredible charges in
print will only bring ephemeral
attention.
Sincerely,
John E. Theil
Chair and Professor of
Religious Studies

LETTERS
Operation Hope for Students
To the Editor:
Thank you for the Special Events
feature story by Nora Nasif in your Oct.
1 issue. The personal nature of the
article was unexpected and flattering and
while I appreciate the the kind words, I
would like to describe our programs in
more detail.
Free Special Events lectures include
the Bellermine Lecture Series by
Distinguished Jesuit Scholars and The
People's Forum (Oct. 20, Richard
Reeves, journalist/author). Free lectures
presented by the academic sector include
The Olin Lectures on the Environment,
Black Scholars Lectures and the
Humanities Institute Lecture Series. On
November 10 and 11, there will be allday lectures and a panel discussion on the
Constitution.
The Office of Special Events is
offering 100 free student tickets to the
Evenings of Music Concerts. Evenings
of Music, presented and funded by
Special Events, is a seven-concert series
which brings classical musicians and
ensembles of national and international
prominence to the Oak Room. Free
student tickets may be obtained on a first
come first served basis at the Campus
Center Info Booth on the day of the
concert, or at the door of the Oak Room
on the evening of the concert.
The free tickets are a privilege.
Some less fortunate people in the Town
of Fairfield cannot afford food or shelter,
much less, concert tickets.
We are offering the opportunity for
students to make a voluntary investment
in their concert experience through
donations to Operation Hope of Fairfield.
There will be a donation box at the door
to the Oak Room.
Some background on Operation
Hope and hunger and homelessness in
Fairfield follows:
First Church Congregational of
Fairfield has been sheltering people since
February, 1986. In that time, 31
different individuals have been served. Of
these 31 people, 27 had a prior
connection with Fairfield, i.e., they did
not come here seeking shelter. They
were already in town and homeless. The
largest number of folks served on one
night is 12. The average last winter was
8.
The Emergency Food Pantry of
Operation Hope has been in operation

In praise of the new University Glee Club
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Mike
Shelbourne's attack on the elimination of
the Male Glee Club. I especially address
his inference that tradition has been
lost.
According to Mr. Shelbume "the
University has eliminated its oldest
organization and first tradition." The
basis of his argument rests on his
definition of a Glee Club which to him
is an all male singing group. Webster's
New World Dictionary defines a Glee
Club as a group formed to sing part
songs. Is this not what the New
Fairfield University Glee Club does? I
find no mention of gender. If tradition
means rigid rules that do not allow for
change or growth then did Fairfield
University already lose all its tradition in
1970 when women were admitted to the
University?
By insisting that only an all male
Glee Club can uphold the traditions of
Fairfield, Mr. Shelburne and those that
hold his opinion are intimating that

women stain the purity of Fairifeld
tradition. Is this not an act of injustice
and discrimination? In 1970 when
women were first admitted to Fairfield
the University wished to allow women to
join the Glee Club. Last spring the
members of the Women's Chorale were
told that the leader of the Glee Club in
1970 was a misogynist who flatly
refused to work with women. It does not
seem right that the University should
allow one club to bar members for
reasons of gender. Recent court rulings
in many states have supported the right
of women to participate in previously all
male organizations.
The formation of the Fairfield
University Glee Club is rectifing an
injustice that has existed for seventeen
years. It is not breaking with tradition,
but merely reforging and improving upon
it
Fairfield University was an all male
school, but that changed. What emerged
with that change was a school that was
even better with more diversity and
energy among its students. When this
occured the "traditional" values and

The Glee Club was all male, but
now it has merged with the Women's
Chorale and Chamber Singers. The
original idea of a Glee Club still exists.
Individuals with a similar love for music
are joining together to create a beautiful
sound. The high standards still exist
The Glee Club has also gained new life
and new energy. One can feel unity and
school spirit that was not present when
the groups were seperate. Isn't this what
tradition should be?
I am sorry for any individual in this
University that choses not to join the
group because of this mergence. They
are the ones who are losing out on a
forty year tradition at Fairfield. The
members of the Fairfield University Glee
Club are looking ahead, not behind them.
They will be performing during Parent's
Weekend. Hopefully, Mr. Shelburne
will attend and realize that nothing has
been lost; there has only been gain.
Michele Salinardi '90
Member of the Fairifeld
University Glee Club

since April 1986. Since that time, the
Food Pantry has provided nutritionally
balanced food baskets, on an emergency
basis, to 1,357 people.
Operation Hope is completing
renovation of the old police station on
Nichols Street which is scheduled to be
open before Christmas as an 18-bed
emergency shelter. When the shelter
opens, Operation Hope will also open a
soup kitchen.
The voluntary contributions
collected at Evenings of Music concerts
will be delivered immediately to
Operation Hope for support of these vital
programs.
On November 6, pianist Christopher
ORiley will perform the program. He
will play later for the Lincoln Center
Great Performers Next Generation Series,
and on November 20, The Ensemble
from the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine, will play their rare early
instruments.
Please mark these dates on your
calenders and pick up your free tickets
and hear some great music. Your
contribution in any amount to Operation
Hope will add pleasure to the experience.
Dates of spring semester concerts
will be printed in January issue of the
Mirror.
Thank you for supporting the
concerts and Operation Hope.
Chris Sinagulia
Director of Special Events

Let students
choose speaker
To The Editor:
I agree with John Courtmanche
when he said that last year's student
graduation speech did not suit the
occasion (Mirror, 9/24/87). And I agree
that the students should choose there
graduation speaker.
Donald Hall (New York Times,
7/14/85) pointed out: "The American
Language, long praised for its vigor, is
now tired and feeble. Old energies of
metaphor and image depart from educated
speech and the language of editorial
writers~to endure on the sports page or
in street talk." Notice he said "educated
speech." It is "educated speech" which
opposes or does not know how to use
the "energies of metaphor and image."
In the same article Donald Hall
follows with "Only the disadvantaged
talk like Shakespeare." In a very real,
but perhaps limited sense, Donald Hall is
describing the language of the truck
drivers on 1-95; they speak with more
vigor and precision and color than our
beloved Mission Statement. Academia
says: "Don't write for the ordinary
people , they aren't interested in what
scholars think." No wonder people prefer
TV.
A college student after graduation
from a prestigious school said this:
"they (faculty) are the ones, I'm afraid,
that insist on overemphasized wordiness.
When I was an undergrad, I knew that
teachers would give me an A if they saw
a thick hefty paper, even though 2/3 of
it would be filler."
Yes I agree with John Courtmanche:
let the students choose a graduation
speaker. One year they did choose a
speaker: Their choice did not please
everyone in our Establishment, but I
know she delivered a good speech. She
is now a professional writer. She can
even write for ordinary people.
Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
Professor of English
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COMMENTARY
Different answers to the same questions
John Courtmanche
Last week in this section, I wrote an
article in which I neglected a number of
issues because I thought them to be
"given."
I wrote that in my Introduction to
Religion class, the professor tried to
prove that Jesus is not the Son of God. I
should have written that my professor's
objective (from my point of view) was to
show that it is impossible to prove either
way, factually, whether Jesus is the Son
of God. Truth is subjective, I learned, and
religious matters concern no right or
wrong, at least not logically. Through
faith, we believe or don't believe in Jesus
Christ.
I wrote last week that Campus
Ministry desires that students begin adult
relationships with God. I should have
also written that the Department of
Religious Studies seems to have that
same goal in mind: that a student should
dispense of his childhood views (which
are sometimes damaging to the student)
and should rethink his religious stance
with more knowledge and more
objectivity. Obviously, though,
Campus Ministry and the Department of
Religious Studies approach the problem
much differently.
Also, I wrote that the Department of
Religious Studies is secular. In my
Introduction to Religion Class, we
studied world religions, compared them-we even watched the movie Close
Encounters of the Third Kind and
considered it a religious document about
people who "religiously" believe in lifeforms elsewhere in the Universe. So my
first impression was of a secular
program.
My first impression has stayed, not
because the Department of Religious
Studies does not offer Catholic Theology
classes-I'm taking one now--but because
even some of the Catholic Theology
classes seem to seek changes in the
Church. This reflects, I think, the
changes sought in Catholicism in
America, matters which culminated last
month during the Pope's visit.
Besides, the Catholic Theology
classes have not affected me. A student
can sit in any Catholic Theology class
and come away with nothing if he
doubts. No one can comfortably listen
to a lecture about Jesus, about God,
about the Bible if he questions the
authenticity of it all, if he is not at a
post-reflective level of understanding.
And what if the questions were bred
by other classes in the University, even
other Religion classes? Certainly no one
can think in 1987 that the perfect
religion curriculum would be to teach
only Catholic Theology.
The Religion Department or
Campus Ministry can desire a student to
come to an adult understanding of his
religion, but after tearing away the
childhood conceptions, the student may
take years to develop a reflective "adult"
religion. An interesting survey might be
to study if students are leaving Fairfield
University content with Catholicism, and
is Fairfield Unversity, or other forces, to
blame. By other forces I mean parents or
the media. For instance, I've never seen
a sitcom where the characters attend
church. The only blatant Christianity I've
seen on TV is television evangelists.
I have many religious questions that
are being confronted sporadically in some
classes, totally ignored in others. I
believe the questions are shared by many
of my friends, and some of the questions
were bred in challenging courses. The
problem has little to do with the
Department Of Religious Studies,
though. In fact, the Religion professors
here may be working the hardest to set
things right The only way I can explain

is through personal example:
In high school, I declared myself an
atheist. I had come a long way from
childhood.
My mother had baptised me,
brought me to church every Sunday,
registered me in the Catechism programs.
As soon as I was old enough to disobey,
though, I stopped attending church.
My parents had divorced, and my
Dad lived away~he couldn't make me go.
He wasn't a Churchgoer anyway.
Sitting, standing, kneeling, sitting,
standing~I found this asinine. The
symbols meant nothing.
Before confirmation, I told the local
Cardinal I went to church only on
holidays. He said I couldn't be
confirmed. All my friends were being
confirmed, not because they went to
church regularly, but because they lied
that they went to church regularly.
Looking back, the Cardinal was
right not to accept me as an "adult in the
eyes of the church." I was young at the
time though, and all my friends received
presents for lying to the Cardinal. I felt
alienated.
I went to a Catholic high school not
because it was Catholic, but because it
had a better reputation than the public
high school. Religion at Notre Dame in
West Haven, Connecticut was Catholic
Theology, the same as catechism. I'd
attend masses, receive communion with
my friends. I'd kneel, bread stuck to
the roof of mouth, trying as hard as I
could to feel faith. Something in the
increase of saliva maybe, or in the
growls from my stomach.
Once I stood in a large field~I was
surrounded by trees and grass, rocks and a
marsh. I looked at the sky and said,
"God, appear now before me and I will
believe in you." Pause. I said, "No one's
around, don't be scared." I gave him
three chances.
Senior year in high school I was a
peer counselor. All the religious leaders
in the group were young—they let the
students devise our own masses, using
popular songs like those of Simon and
Garfunkel, and religious/secular themes
like friendship. A few kids would play
guitar and sing, and we used whatever
religious symbols we felt appropriate-"Let this ball-point pen symbolize our
need to communicate with each other,"
things like that. I loved the community
those masses created, but I still came to
no conclusions about Jesus or God. I
graduated as an atheist.
Once at Fairfield, I felt the disrespect
for the word atheist. Even if it were
appropriate, too many people had too
many ideas about what an atheist might
be~a rebel-an evil person.
Believing myself not to be evil, I
changed to the term humanist. I didn't
know about this theism stuff, but I did
care about humanity and morality and
religion. I applauded the small but
significant exposure I had to Feuerbach
and Neitzsche and Woody Allen and even
Arthur Miller, who each contributed to
my adult view of whatever established or
unestablished religion I was approaching.
I applauded my professor for showing
Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
Having been raised Christian, I give
some credit for my beliefs to Christian
principles, which I highly respect
Basically, my humanism says that
at my conception, I created a ripple, like
on the surface of a lake. Even in the
womb, before anyone had detected me, I
was creating that ripple-maybe my
mother's psyche was affected by the fetus
about which she did not yet know. Her
body chemistry changed. Her moods
changed. So at conception, I created a
ripple which affected my mother, which
affected anyone in whom my mother

came in contact, which therefore affected
the flow of humanity.
I was bom and the ripple grew. At
some time, I had the power to decide if
my ripple was going to be a good ripple.
By considering others, I have tried to
insure that it is.
The ripple touches each person
whom I contact, and from there it
multiplies, like that shampoo
commercial—"and so on and so on." Soon
my ripple has touched everyone.
If I die tomorrow, my ripple has
been set forth, and I have tried to insure
that it is a good one. That keeps me
content.
My afterlife is that same ripple,
which never stops.
But that doesn't answer THE
question: "Where did it all begin?" At
Fairfield, I know many people who
believe in God. Two weeks ago, at
Leadership Weekend, Fr. William O'Neil
and Fr. William Cullen conducted a
mass. I sat with thirty friends. From my
breeding, I knew all the prayers, I knew
the correct responses to the readings, but
I was honest and silent. Nothing is
harder, nothing has made me more
confused, nothing that uncomfortable has
made me wish I knew. I don't though.
I felt like an outcast in a community
of friends. What do they think I believe?
Do they all believe the same thing? Are
any of them lying?

Frankly, sometimes I hear the word
God and hate it, because of the confusion
I relate to it, to bad memories of an
unfair church, to meaningless symbols.
Nevertheless, some friends have argued
with me endlessly that "God" exists,
even amidst their own doubts. I love
them and accept whatever they believe.
They know where I'm coming from.
Maybe we believe the same thing, maybe
my humanism is someone else's theism,
my ripple, someone's "God." The words
are the only dividing factor.
My initial feelings say "We can't
know, so why bother with the question."
With strong support from friends,
though, I have been led closer to theism.
Much closer. And I like the feeling. But
there's still the questions.
With the bread still stuck to the roof
of my mouth, I wait for the signal that
the Supreme Being is part of the
Universe. One problem is that as a kid,
I thought God lived above the clouds.
With modern technology, I have seen
above the clouds. In those pictures of
the earth from the moon, I have not seen
on the clouds any large black spots
which could be God's home.
I have seen Saturn and the planets
and the stars and galaxies. Where in the
Universe should I imagine The Creator to
be now? If God is not living above the
clouds, what star is he/she/it hiding
behind? Our telescopes can see only so
far.

Bork the wrong choice
for the Supreme Court
Christine Henchar
For the past three weeks, the U.S.
Senate has been deliberating over a
decision of whether to confirm Judge
Robert S. Bork's nomination for the
Supreme Court. As of October 9, 53
Senators, a clear majority, had publicly
announced that they would vote against
Bork's appointment. Despite apparent
opposition, Bork adamantly refuses to
withdraw his name from consideration.
In a public statement on October 9,
reaffirming his nomination, Bork argued
that his past record and written
publications should not have been
reviewed by the Senate during the .
hearings. However, if the Senate
committee, chaired by Democratic
Senator Joe Biden of Delaware, was to
ignore previous court decisions rendered
by Bork, then what criteria would they
use to evaluate his ability to serve as a
Supreme Court Justice? Perhaps Bork
would prefer that they judge his
personality, his pets, or even his beard.
One must not forget that Reagan most
likely selected Bork on the basis of his
conservative record.
It is obvious that President Reagan
has attempted to stack the Supreme
Court with right-wing conservatives by
appointing Sandra Day O'Connor,
Anthony Scalia and nominating Bork.
After all, this would allow Reagan's
conservative influence to extend beyond
his term as president, which expires in
November of 1988. At the height of his
administration, there was a renaissance in
conservative ideals; however, this
popularity has since dwindled. It is for
both the aforementioned reasons that the
Senate's unofficial decision is a favorable
one.
If Bork was to be nominated, the
"scale of justice" would be unbalanced
and would violate the forefathers'
intention. The Court should maintain a
proper distribution of conservatives,
liberals and moderates from both parties
since there is no escaping from the fact
that each justice will normally be

associated with some political ideology.
Such a balance is necessary to guarantee
that the rights of American citizens are
fairly protected, and unaffected by
political opinion or pressure.
President Reagan probably
recognized that the predominantly
Democratic Senate would reject his.
nomination of Bork, and had apparently
hoped that the judge would attract the
same outpouring of public affection that {
Oliver North received. If Reagan's plan
had worked, the Senators, many seeking
re-election in 1988, would be pressured
by their constituents to vote "yeah" on
the Bork matter. However, the
personalities and circumstances of Bork
and North differ greatly. North was
—.
viewed as a clean-cut military leader,
dedicated to his country, and who was
only a scapegoat in the Iran Contra
hearings. Many Americnas perceived
him as a charismatic, mettlesome hero
and could identify with him.
On the other hand, Judge Bork
sports a devilish beard and is a man of
high intellectual proclivities; the type of
person that the majority of Americans do
not hold in high esteem. In addition,
Bork tried to convey himself as a
moderate to the Senate when his record
clearly denotes that of a conservative.
Such hypocrisy contrasts with the
honesty that many Americans admired in
North's performance. Another interesting
point to notice is that the major
networks broadcasted North's hearings in
their entirety, whereas none of the
stations chose to pre-empt afternoon soap
operas to show all of the Bork hearings.
Perhaps, this suggests that the public
attitude toward Bork is one characterized
by apathy and dislike. Most U.S.
„
Senators have publically expressed
opinions paralleling the latter.
Althogh Bork relentlessly holds
onto his nomination, it is time for
President Reagan to consider new
candidates for the Supreme Court Let's
~~
hope for the sake of justice that he will
select someone who is far less
conservative and possesses a record
somewhat more sensitive to the rights of
women and minorities.
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Arts and Entertainment
New music scene: some good, some bad
Russian Roulette

LA rockers remain cool
By Mark Heidelberger
Staff Writer
Warren 7jt\on-Sentimental Hygenie****

0U( 0f

fjve

X-See How We Are - ***l/2
Warren Zevon and X are two of the
best that Los Angeles has to offer. Their
latest albums, Zevon's Sentimental
Hygenie and X's support this idea rather
nicely.
Of the many alternative bands of the
Los Angeles area in the late 70's, X is
the only surviving member.
Even
though they are survivors, their past has
been marred by both inconsistent music
combined with member changes in the
band. Today, the band consists of two
surviving members (John Doe and Exene
Cerveka) who are now joined by D.J.
Bonebrake and former Lone Justice
member Tony Gilkyson.
Fortunately, the personnel changes
haven't altered the views of the band. X
is still not one of those happy bands who
view the sunny side of the street, and See
How We Are supports this rather well.
The album starts off with "I'm Lost" and
subjects us to the life of the homeless
while the title track tries to show us the
unfairness of the world and its "what's in
it for me" attitude. Not your typical pop
tunes. The album writing is diverse,
giving us songs about stress ("In the
Time It Takes"), musical life ("Surprise,
Surprise"), and romance ("Cyrano de
Berger's Back").

The best song on the album though
is the one written by former member
Dave Alvin.
"Fourth of July" is a
poignant song about a relationship gone
sour, with only a slight chance of
reconciliation. A fine song on a well
done album.
Another L.A. rocker, Warren Zevon
took a five year hiatus, before presenting
us with his latest effort Sentimental
Hygenie . This album captures Zevon
with fire in his voice rockin' like he
never has before. The album plays like a
roll call of rock and roll, with the likes
of Bob Dylan, Neil Young, George
Clinton, and members of REM all
contributing to the album.
In contrast to most of Zevon's other
works, this album tends to be a bit
autobiographical.
Songs
like
"Reconsider Me," a touching ballad about
love, parallel his recent divorce. "Detox
Mansion" is an exceptional song which
ridicules performers who write about
their time in abuse clinics for selfpromotion. Warren himself had been
accused of this after his own bout with
alcohol. Warren also hasn't lost his
touch of cynicism as "Even A Dog Can
Shake Hands", a commentary on the
entertainment industry.
It is good to see these performers,
Warren Zevon and X, back on track
again. Let's hope they continue to do so.
They are both touring together now and
if you can, do see them, you won't be
disappointed.

By Mark Heidelberger
Staff Writer
**l/2 out of five
If a group is to make a live album
one would think that it would show a
group
performing
at
its
peak.
Unfortunately with UB40's Live in
Moscow they didn't. It is a shame since
UB40 can put on a terrific show, and it
would have been nice if their Moscow
date had lived up to their potential.
Admittedly it was a good will
gesture on the part of the group to play
in Moscow. But the bad point is that to
make a profit on a venture like this,
bringing a rather large band with many
extras to play a limited number of
shows, is not easy. Henceforth one does
understand why this album is made. To
put it simply, anything to please the
profit hungry executives. Though one
does question if a mediocre effort is
worth it.

When taking a look at the album we
see that its faults are numerous. First
thing one notices is that most of the
songs are sung in a lackluster way, as if
the band was just going through the
motions. Secondly, the band relied on
too many songs from its latest album,
Rat in the Kitchen, which is not their
strongest effort and also an album they
did not play exclusively from on their
American tour, a tour in which good
concerts were the rule and not the
exception. Lastly, they did not include
"Red, Red Wine," one of their most
known songs. By not including this they
further hurt their chances of radio airplay.
There are occasional bright spots
contained within the album. Two songs,
"Please Don't Make Me Cry" and "If It
Happens Again," do show UB40 at their
concert best. As for the rest, if you are in
need of a sedative take a listen or better
yet buy some of their earlier works, you
will be impressed.

Replacements Irreplaceable
By Scott MacDonald
Staff Writer
****l/2 The Replacements' Pleased
to Meet Me
The Replacements have had their
share of problems over the years. Making
great rock & roll, however, has not been
one of them, as their latest release,
Pleased to Meet Me, certainly shows.
This band has been plagued by
alcoholism, which cost them a guitarist,

EARN
UP TO

and their almost unwillingness (or
nonchalance?) about their potential to
become big stars. The Replacements,
however, prefer to let the music do the
talking, and their new album speaks
loudly.
It opens with "I.O.U.," a punkish,
high-energy song that rips open with
three hard driving chords. "Alex Chilton"
(my favorite) follows and is more of a
straight-ahead, bouncy rock & roll tune.
There is great guitar playing throughout
See Replacements, p. 12
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PACKAGE
HANDLERS

(Up to 70 lbs.)

UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.nrr.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

United Parcel Service
An equal opportunity employer M/F
•
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Parental guidance
suggestions for
area restaurants

~\

WONDEROUS STORIES
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor

By Anne Burke
Staff Writer
In place of a review this week, I have composed a list of assorted restaurants
for you and your parents to go this weekend. This list supplements the one which
was sent to your parents by Fairfield University.
The Arrow-33 Charles St., Westport, 227-4731. Italian fare.
The Beansprout-1200 Post Road East, Westport, 226-1177. Chinese.
Beefsteak Charlie's-1849 Post Road East, Westport. 255-1222. (No reservations
accepted).
The Breakaway-2316 Post Road, Fairfield, 255-0026. American fare, (no
reservations accepted).
Chez Bach-43 Main Street, Westport, 227-6586. Gourmet Vietnamese cuisine.
DeRosa's-577 Riverside Ave., Westport, 227-7596. Italian.
Fuddrucker's-1495 Post Road East, Westport, 255-5960. (No reservations
accepted).
International House of Pancakes (IHOP)-Post Road, Westport, 226-4464.
Breakfast.
La Scogliera-697 Madison Ave., Bridgeport, 333-0673. Italian and seafood.
La Sierra-1096 Post Road East, Westport, 227-1568. Mexican, (no reservations
accepted unless eight or more.)
Manero's Steak House-540 Riverside Ave., Westport, 227-1500. (No reservations
on weekends.)
Mayur Indian Cuisine-52 Satnford St, Fairfield, 259-0763.
The Mooring Restaurant-299 Riverside Ave., Westport, 227-0757. Seafood.
Pancho Villa's-35 Main Street, Westport,226-0211. Mexican, (strolling Mariachi
band.)
Panda Pavillion-1300 Post Road East, Westport, 255-3988. Szechuan and Hunan
Chinese.
The Peppermill-1700 Post Road East, Westport, 259-8155. (No reservations,
SAT. ONLY).
The Riverside Restaurant-580 Riverside Avenue; Westport, 454-1900. "The Place
for RIBS".
Sakura of Westport-680 Post Road, Westport, 222-0802. Hibachi and private
Tatami Rooms, (RESERVATIONS ALMOST A REQUIREMENT).
The Ships-44 Post Road East, Westport, 227-0709. Seafood, etc.
The Sign of the Gull-60 Beach Drive, Stanford, 378-0556. Surf and turf.
The Silvermine Tavern-corner of Perry Ave. and Silverman, Norwalk, 847-4558.
New England American (Brunch 1 l-2:30-reservations for 7 or more-1 lam only.)
Skipper's Restaurant-Beach Road, East Norwalk, 838-2211. Surf and turf (live
musical entertainment).
Tanglewoods-833 Post Road East, Westport, 226-2880. Steak and seafood (no
reservations accepted).
Tavern on the Main-2521 Main Street, Bridgeport, 335-9431.
Treehouse Cafe and Comedy Club-1575 Post Road East, Westport, 255-1569.
Champagne brunch. Dinner and show specials.
Viva Zapata-530 Riverside Ave., Westport, 227-9988. (Reservations only
accepted for 6 or more.)

The big time rumour circulating is that Dudley Moore and Liza Minnelli are
signed to do Arthur II...I liked the first movie but making a sequel could only be
rehash...What more could they do to make it interesting?...If you've never caught
The Godfather., just see it...It is rare that a movie has great acting, great
cinematography, and a great script all in one..Just making sure everybody knows:
INXS are here on October 23 in Alumni Hall...it is sold out...I personally was a bit
surprised by how fast...For those who haven't recently gone to a record shop, the
Beatles' Magical Mystery Tour is now available on CD...At summer's end, the
White Album and Yellow Submarine were made available...For the record, the
major releases that have not been issued are Let It Be and Abbey Road (though
some Japenese bootlegs of it exist)...Pepper sounds great on disk...Thanks to Anne
Burke for her continual and varied articles in recent weeks...How about Mike
Lohle's Bond article?... Super-duper dandy...Mike and Mr. Artist Chuck Johnson did
the graphic works to what had to be one of the best articles in the Arts and
Entertainment section in a while...including my stuff, if you could believe... I just
can't wait for next month when A Fine Mess makes its way to cablc.Does Blake
Edward's need a hit or what?...Did you hear what new movie Burt Reynold's will be
in?...It's called Smoke and it co-stars Theresa Russell...Is it my imagination or has
Burt had a recent fetish concerning one word movie titles?...Sft'c£, Heat, and now
Smoke...Guess what, he plays a cop...What a surprise...Sean Penn will be in
Judgement in Berlin...that is the title of the movie he's been working on in between
doing time at the big house...My prediction is that Squeeze, riding high with "The
Hourglass," will return to the prominence they once possessed...Stephen Wright
was recently quoted as saying Spuds MacKenzie is his secret hero...You think he
was serious?...Guess who will be working with Paul McCartney on his next
effort?...None other than Elvis Costello...Tempus Fugit

Springsteen finds love
By David W. Wunsch
Staff Writer
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band Live 1975-1985, was to be the fix
Springsteen fanatics needed to suppress
their appetites after his very successful
and huge two year tour. Many fans felt
as if it would be two, maybe three years
after that November 1986 release for a
new studio LP.
But take note
Springsteen fans, Tunnel of Love, the
eighth studio album by the Boss is out
and one can only hope a tour will ensue.
Now for the fans who only became
engrossed by the Springsteen mystique
after Born In the USA, listen to this
album with an open mind. "Ain't Got
You", reminiscent of a tune from the
1982 release Nebraska, opens side one by
bursting out upon the listener. It is very
catchy.
Springsteen approaches this
number from his actual status of a very

FREE MEMBERSHIP ($40.00 value)

255-11M

for Fairfield U Students only at:

vi§itTh»Ana'»BrmdN»w .}

fc-^

See Springsteen, p. 12
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LIFE GALLERY
L

well-to-do rock star who can't convince a
pretty girl to marry him no matter what
he has to offer her. This is his first
release since his marriage, so the husband
influence can be heard. He is no longer
chasing the girl in his songs; he has the
girl now and is fighting to keep her.
Although this is supposed to be a
solo album from the Boss, E Street Band
members lend their support in various
ways. The title track "Tunnel of Love", a
danceable, modern sounding, synthesizer
based song, has the most outside input
from the band. Springsteen relinquishes
the lead guitar part to Nils Lofgren in
this number. The song suggests a first
date and the love that could follow.
Springsteen is not trying to convey
that he is married and all is great when
you're in love in this album. "Two
Faces" shows the hypocrisy of love by
disclosing in the song that to promise

CRUISE SHIPS

NOW OPEN!
1310 POST ROAD (Route 1 ).£*«£«■!£
UcaMd N«xl To FlietWd CMU U.S. Pott Olfle*
PET STORE

NOW HIRING. M/F

bummer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:

206-736-0775 Ext.

VIDEO KING

Featuring...
TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC BIRDS
ANIMALS

86 Post Rd., Fairfield
(Post/Grasmere Corner)

And A Gigantic Inventory

255-0418

of PET SUPPLIES!
OPEN 7 DAYS
9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

Limited time offer with this coupon only - Over 2,000 movies to select from.

WELL CUT

10% OFF

BUSINESS

ALL OUR
HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
AND SUPPLIES

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1844 Post Road, Fairfield
(Easy Access From /-95, Exit 21)

FAIRFIELD NORWALK

255-9896 852-1876

I
I
I
I

NEW HAVEN

With Coupon Only
Coupon Expires 10/31/87

787-1876

THE PICK-UP
BALLOON
BUNCH

$3 OFF FREE
ANY

BALLOON
DELIVERY

One Super-Duper
Helium Balloon

BALLOON

Many Characters

Just Stop By!

Limit 1 Per Customer
Coupon Expires 10/31/87

Limit 1 Per Customer
10/31/87
Coupon Expires 10/31/87^

I

!
I

""MOVING'SALE!!

11

$

5.95

Cash & Carry On/y
mmmmm^m,mmmm^^^A

Do-It-Yourself

PARTY
SPECIAL

$39*00
125 Balloons, 125 Ribbons,
Helium Tank & Nozzle Rental
(It's Fun & Easy Too!)

'SAVE UP TO 50%!!

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other schools. But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admitted into their first-choice schools. Fact is,
no one has helped students score higher'

KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
We are holding L.S.A.T. Classes near
Fairfield University Campus beginning

on 10/20 to prepare for 12/87 exam!!!
Enrollment is limited! Call Now!
G.M.A.T. Classes start in New Haven
on 11/5! G.R.E. Classes start in New
Haven on 11/10!

789-1169
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Rush breaks old/new ground
By Greg Germaine
Staff Writer
**** out of five
"/ hear their passionate music Read
the words that touch my heart I gaze at
their feverish pictures The secrets that set
them apart." -from "Mission"
As Rush changes and transforms
their sound from album to album, it is
amazing how the more things change the
more they stay the same. With the
release of their newest album, "Hold
Your Fire," the sound of Rush not only
turns a page on their past but also, in a
sense, makes time stand still.
"Hold Your Fire," like many Rush
albums, is a concept album.
It is
centered on the theme of temperament.
With song topics ranging from powerful
nuclear
compromise
to
gentle
reminiscence, Peart continually speaks of
compromise, proportion and balance.
"The balance can sometimes fail/strong
emotions can tip the scale."
The first single and opening track,
"Force Ten," is cowritten by drummer
Neil Peart and a partner credited only as a
"Dubois."
This marks the effort in
which Peart has failed to write every
word of a song since "2112." "Force"
heads in a new direction for Rush by
opening with pure electronics. These
first sounds consist of a synthesized
choral segment and electronic percussion
which create an interesting locomotive
beat and set the stage for some
interesting transitions. But these are outweighed by
annoying techno-pop
keyboard flairs which may grate on even
the most dire Rush fan. The synthesized
beginnings of "Force Ten" are the first
sounds of "Hold Your Fire," but are by
no means representative of the album- In
short, this may have been a poor choice
for the first single.
The second single and the first cut
that the group chose to shoot a video for
is "Time Stand Still." Time" features

Springsteen

Aimee Mann of Til Tuesday fame on
backup vocals and could be the highlight
of the album. Peart's lyrics are very
strong and discuss slowing down the pace
of a hectic life,
"I let my past go too fast no time to
pause if I could slow it all down like a
captain whose ship runs aground I can
wait until the tide comes around."
"Time" might have turned out to be the
tune to boost Rush into the popular
sector had it not been for the ridiculous
video which accompanies the cut. It
horrifies me by reminding me of the new
Mr. Mister video. How low can you
stoop? But, barring the video, "Time
Stand Still" could be the group's best
creation since "Tom Sawyer."
"Mission", the title cut off the
album, seems to have captured the heart
of Rush. It, too, is full of changing
sounds and tempos, and is said to be the
group's favorite.
"Mission" features
some very solid vocals by bassisst Geddy
Lee and top notch work by Alex Lifeson
on guitar. The lyrics here are inspiring
and seem to be Peart's follow-up to be
Pweart's follow-up to "Losing It."
Finally, "Turn the Page" brings us
back to more of the old style Rush that
has been missing since 'Grace". It begins
with some innovative bass work by LEe
and showcases the three as the premier
musicians that they are. It was recorded
from an impromtu jam session and
really clicks.
One must be slightly
disaapointed with the lack of drum
innovation on the album, but "Turn the
Page" presents Peart as a solid drummer
that some call the best in the business.
Overall, "Hold Your Fire" might
someday be considered one of the
strongest releases by the trio from
Toronto. It shows diversity and strength
that rivals any of their previous works.
It deals with new topics in fresh ways,
fresh both musically and lyrically. Yet it
is still unmistakably Rush. In the words
of Peart, "Plus ca change, plus c'est le
meme chose."

From p. 11

love and to deliver it is two entirely
different things. The first single released
from the album, "Brilliant Disguise,"
reveals that the person you propose to is
not always the person you marry. The
last line says it all, "God have mercy on
the man who doubts what he's sure of."
The lyrics, on the whole, are some
of Springsteen's best. They rock and roll
and keep an air of intensity about them.
The hardest rocking number on the the
album has to be "Spare Parts."
It
captures the essence of an unwanted
pregnancy with its very first line,
"Bobby said he'd pull out Bobby stayed
in." In this song, Springsteen allows
another instrument that is intrinsically
all his, the harmonica, to be played by
someone else. Tallent, Weinberg and
Federici add stunning support to the
song. This tune is meant to be cranked!

"Valentines Day," a somber ballad,
is full of frustration. It is about a couple
who are forced to marry because they are
the only two left alone. Waking up
alone gets to be too much so he asks the
girl to be his "lonely valentine". "When
You're Alone" suggests more of the same
as a man tries to convince his woman to
think twice before breaking up, because,
as the chorus reveals, "When you're
alone, you're alone."
The hype surrounding the release of
Tunnel of Love has been tremendous.
Initially, the impact of it is supposed to
be much larger than Michael Jackson's
Bad. But don't be surprised if this album
becomes only a moderate success.
Tunnel of Love is a very personal album
and may only appeal to the long-time
fan, not to the mass audience. Pick it up
and remember: it's not Born In The USA
II.

Cabaret theater opens
(PR)—A special preview performance
of the Playhouse's Berlin To Broadway
With Kurt Weil will take place Sunday,
October 18, at 8 p.m. It will kickoff a
week-long run of the cabaret style
performance of the theatre music of the
famous German-American composer of
the classic Three Penny Opera (Mack the
Knife)
Patrons are invited to bring their
own beer or wine to the performance.
Ice, soft drinks, mixers and munchies
will be sold by members of the Fairfield
Dramatics to benefit that club.
Commenting on the return of the
popular cabaret format to the Playhouse
after several years (the last academic-year
show produced hi this fashion was,
ironically, Cabaret, in 1984), Playhouse
Artistic Director Tom Zingarelli noted
that the format "lent itself well to the
Weill musical canon, much of which
became popular in cabaret presentations
by such performers as Marlene Dietrich,
and Martha Schlamme." The music
remains a popular choice among current
cabaret artists and can be found in club
acts and shows of performers such as
Michael Feinstein, Teresa Stratos and
Dagmar Krauss. Weill's music has been
recorded by—among others—Bobby Darin,
the Doors, and Sting.
Tables for four will be set up to
recreate the intimate style of many of the
famous cabaret clubs of Berlin and New
York. With regard to allowing alcoholic
beverages, Mr. Zingarelli said the
decision was made because the nightclub
atmosphere was an integral part of the
presentation of this type of performance.
He noted that alcohol has always
been a complement to the presentation
and said it will be treated in that manner
at the Playhouse. Large coolers., and
kegs, beer balls, and the like, will be
prohibited. All beverages will be turned
in at the door, marked with table
numbers, and will be served to patrons at
their tables by the cabaret staff, to effect

the proper ambience. The procedure is
one that is popular in many "dry"
establishments.
Mr. Zingarelli said he isn't overly
concerned about the drinking. "I believe
that our students are perfectly capable of
conducting themselves properly. If it
succeeds, we will repeat it, perhaps even
make it a part of our regular fare.
Seating for Berlin To Broadway
With Kurt WeiU is extremely limited
and seats should be reserved. Tickets are
eight dollars general admission, four

dollars for students, staff, and seniors.

Replacements

From p. 10

this track that switches to a bright
acoustic arrangement near the end. Just
tremendous fun. "I Don't Know" returns
to the punkish edge in describing the
trouble the Replacements have in
sacrificing their beliefs for commercial
success. This is a tough sounding song,
but it is also sarcastically edged.
Pleased to Meet Me is not all hard
driving, punk-tinged rock & roll,
however. Even if it was, the
Replacements would do it better than
most others. Luckily, songwriter and
guitarist Paul Westerberg branches out
and shows a gentle side of the band.
"Nightclub Jitters" makes them sound
like mellow lounge lizards, and is a great
switch (and surprise) from their harder
edge. "Skyway" is a soft, slow, almost
lyrical acoustic number. These songs
should almost seem out of place, but
surprisingly do not.
The band usually tries to do things
differently, and one never knows what to
expect next from them, either on stage or
on vinyl. This energy and unexpected
diversity are what make Pleased to Meet
Me so enjoyable to listen to.

Harvest 1987
Harvest in New England

Saturday. October 24
9:00 pm - 1:00 am
Main Dining Room
Hctoh on sale October 19. $15 each
Sponsored by FUSA
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FIERCELY coHfamve, GEORGE

BUSH AND HSEVILTWIN SKIPPY
HAP HAP A FALLING OUT BURIM
j THEIR PREP SCHOOL YEARS.,
:

ANDTHATSNOTALL.
SOMEONE YOUHAVEfTT
SEEN IN AWNS TIMS
HAS JUST TURNED UP
THE W PONT CAMP!

\

i''*

X

\ I

^. [L. ^j
®NOE LIONEL IS PISPATCHEP
10mTO'REASONWITHSKIPPY, I
GEORGE BUSH'S BVILTWIN. I
SKIPPY, AT LEAST TALKTO
I GEORGE! HBSANACCOMMOCM1NGMAN!

I KNOW. TOO ACCOMMODATING.
THAT'S WHY I'M SUPPORTING
PETE PU PONT! HE'S NUTS, BUT
AT LEAST YOU'KNOW] WHERE
~
HE STANDS... UNCLE
LIONEL, WHY ARE
Y0USTARIN6
AT MB*

Star trek answers
l.d
2. d
3. b
4. False
5. c
6. c

/

OH. SORRY, SON. IPS JUST
THAT IT'S BEEN YEARS
SINCE I'VE SEEN YOU,
, ANPTP FORGOTTEN
I HOW MUCH YOU RESEMBLE GEORGE.
ITS UNCANNY!

YOUHAVE
TOTALKTO
HIM.GEORGE.
SHOWHIM

NOT... NOT
MYEVIL.
TWIN,
SKIPPY?

YOUR RE-

SVME.\

)

y

"Qr—^

OUT!

YOUMSH.YOU

OUT!

«BWe/>..4/

UN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER, SKIPPYS\
PISLOYALTY AFFECTED EVERY
MEMBER0FTHE8USHCLAN. I

...A SPUT THAT BECAME IRREP-\
ARABIE WHEN me THEN-BAR- I
BARA PIERCE CHOSE TOMARRYX
GEORGEOVERSKIPPY.

THE BUSH WOMEN IN PARTI CULARF0UNPSK1PPY<S BEHAVIOR UNFORGIVABLE.

PV PONT, IN CONTRAST!
WAS SHAMELESS.
AND NOW, MY VERY,
VERY GOOD FRJENP,
GEORGE BUSHS BROTHER!

WHATStfXJNG,
.UNCLEFWYP?
rrSMYPUTTIN66AME,
k PENNY.
WIfiSOFF.

'

2»i
^

SO WHAT ARE
YOUPOINGTHESE I'M A
P4YS, SKIPPY? FACELESS
I
BUREAUCRAT.

YOU'VE BEEN STANDING INREAGAN'S SHAPOW F0R.S0 LONG,
YOU'VECOMPLETELY
ATROPHIED!

WEALMIAYS ME'HEY
KNEUYOU
MQOT'
W0UIPN7
NEWSfORYA,
AM0UNT10
GEORGIEANYTHING,
PIE...
SKIPPER!
V;

\

GO AHEAP,
WHAT ARE TAKE A LOOK!
YOU TALK- TAKE A HARD
ING ABOUT? LOOK AT
I
YOURSELF!

0H...MY60P! SEE'YOWRE
WHERESTHE EVEN USING
REST OF ME? HIS LINES!
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CAR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

An education for those who can't look the other way.

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

WANKS,
PETE! "-v'

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences
Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation, Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs
• Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

Ri

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity /affirmative
action university.
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STAG TRACKS
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor

Tuning up for Mom and Dad

The Women's Field Hockey team members show off their stick-handling
ability, tartan skirts, and funny leg-supports on Barlow Field.
(photo by Langzettel)
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED:
Students
interested
in
helping
handicapped
male
mornings,
afternoons, and evenings.
No
liability is involved!!!
See
Rich
in
Gonzaga
5
if
interested. $6.00 per hour.
2 females students needed to
share home directly on Fairfield
Beach. Call 966-9445.
Pompano Grille Restaurant
of Westport - across from
Fuddrucker's.
Hostess
position
available
with
no
previous
training
necessary.
$8
an
hour.
Waitressing
positions available.
Call 2591160 and ask for Susan.

2 students interested in basic raquetball
instruction. Once a week at the Rec Plex if
possible. Please contact 254-1909 anytime
for more information.
BEACHOUSE 3 bedroom, 2 bath (up
to 5 people).
$l,400.00/mo.
plus
1/2
utils.
Available immediately - June.
Call: 852-6711.

Quite a nice crowd turned out for the Duke Soccer game on
Monday...although the Stags dropped the contest 5-0 they played well and
certainly were not embarrassed by the sixth-ranked Blue Devils...The Soccerheads
now stand at 2-8-1, 2-4 in the MAAC as they continue through their tough
division I schedule...Saturday they square off against UMass at home...Cheers to
the Women's tennis team and their coach Tamma 0'Mara...the Tennis Femmes
(who only get violent in keg lines and ice cream lines) are 6-3 at track time and
currently the only fall team enjoying a winning season...The N.J. Giants are 04...0 wins, 4 losses...yet to be victorious, four time losers...they have had as
much trouble scoring as Bob Pacca...strike in a nutshell...the owners have had
complete control...Upshaw has had none...The Boxing world has been quite
exciting lately...the W.W. F. continued its dominance of the sports/entertainment
world with the Honky Tonk Man - Randy "Mach Man" Savage - Hart Foundation Elizabeth - Hulk Hogan masterpiece this past weekend...the "Macho Man" is now
a good guy, I guess....I knew that he was too hot,a property to vanish after
Wrestlemania III...Women's head basketball coach Diane Nolan has been chosen as
one of the "Outstanding Connecticut Women for 1987"...the United Nations
Decade for Women chose Nolan and 108 other women out of nearly 1,400
nominees...Fairfield's dynamite dresser was honored yesterday at the State Senate
chambers in Hartford...The autumn portion of the Baseball season has become a
part of history..Junior Matt McLaughlin led the Stags with a .270 batting clip,
but swore he'd flirt with .400 (instead of girls) in the spring...Freshman rightfielder Bob Banasiak showed much promise with a .259 average to go along with
5 ribbies....Catcher Joe Solomine was the Stag R.B.I. King with 7...he also threw
out 32% of opposing would-be-base-stealers...Senior Co-Captain Jose "There's no
real English translation" Perez finished 2-1 with a 2.81 E.R.A....Perez' housemate
Brian "I like everything in" Tooz won the bet, though...his 10.38 E.R.A. was not
four times that of Perez', as Jose bet it would be...both genders of the crosscountry team traveled to the Connecticut College Invitational this past
Saturday...the men finished fourth, the women fifth..The Field Hockey heads
dropped a tough 2-0 decision at the University of Lowell on Saturday also...take
your parents to Barlow Field on Saturday to see the 3-5-2 skirt-wearers take on
LaSalle...The Female spikers stand 1-8 at track time and take on Bridgeport in the
Rec Plex tonight...they are currently fine-tuning themselves for the MAAC
Volleyball Championships in early Novermber...the Stork count still stands at
two...As a public service, I once again present the strike-relief activities of a
few...I hope they help you...Sue "I wish I scored as much as Jack" Clark
roadtripped to Pace University to watch a game of Intramural Buck Buck...Charlie
Bergin completely mummified himself in those hip, braided bracelets...Mike
Maloney mowed the White House lawn....Kevin "Stosh" Kuryla made barroom
billiards history...he went to Wood's End on Monday night...and brought his
books to study...Fitzy passed out.

Wanted ~ Aggressive, enthusaistic
students to join the '87-'88 Student
Travel Services Sales Team. Earn free
trips and cash, set your own hours, and
gain excellent sales experience while
marketing Winter and Spring Break
vacations. For more information call
1-800-648-4849.

Gain valuable work experience and
references while in college! Build your
resume while using your discount to
bulid a great wardrobe. J. McLaughlin in
Westport is looking for a person to work
part time. Hours are flexible - call 4540439 - to set up an appointment.

Adult Style Cut

Waitresses, waiters ~ full-time
or part-time, days preferablly, for
Casey's Restaurant in New Caanan.
Call Teresa at 972-1709.

EVERY SERVICE
INCLUDES:

:
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• Shampoo
• Conditionins Rinse

• Precision Cut
• Style/Finish
• No Hidden Extras

HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

EAST COAST ARMY NAVY
THE DOWN UNDER STORE
JEANS • Rugby Shirts
Sweat Clothing • Jackets
Trunks • Dufflebags
Casual Clothing and much more

We Specialize in
CUSTOM IMPRINTED APPAREL
We do silkscreening and embroidery on
t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets,
caps, knit shirts, team uniforms.
For your Club, Team, Fraternity.
1869 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (BEHIND NEWMARK & LEWIS)
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 367-8692

W9 • L66

;-sr*M Adult Style Cut

-£TE*NAT.ONAU

[Special

FM

EXPIRESn-13-87

^2fiS\a
Student
I Perm _

$7951

$2295'

I SpeClcll EXPIRES 11-13-87

I Highlighting
ISpeCial EXPIRES 11-13-87
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
OPEN 7 DAYS
HOURS: M-F 9-8
Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 11-4

[ The original family haircutters. J

$2495

(behind Newmark & Lewis
off Katona Drive)
• HAY DAY
BLACK ROCK TPK.
NEWMARK
S
c
LEWIS

366-4247
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EACH SAtON INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED
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SPORTS
15 Thurs
IN
STAG SPORTS

(V) University of Bridgeport, 7:00pm

16 Fri
No Games Scheduled.

4y ■fV

18 Sun

19 Mon

(FH) LaSalle vs UMBC, 11:00am
(G) ECAC Finals, TBA
(V) Western Connecticut State
University, 1:00pm

(FH) University of
County, 12:00 Noon

20 Tues
Maryland-Bait.

(V) Central Conn. State, 7:00pm

17 Sat
(CC) Pace,
(m) 11:30amYale B,
(w) 10:30am
(FH) LaSalle University, 11:00am
(G) ECAC Finals, TBA
(S) Massachusetts, 3:00pm
(WT) Manhattan College, 12:00 Noon
(V) University of Hartford, 11:00am

21 Wed
(FH) Hofstra University, 3:30pm
(S) New York University, 4:30pm
(WT) University of New Haven, 2:30pm

Ruggers get lost in Gael
By the "D" Team
Staff Writers
Columbus Day Weekend arrived
with the Red Ruggers dodging their
adoring fans from Appalachia while
boarding the bus to Iona. Turtle got up
at 4 am and made us donuts, so we were
fueled and ready to go. However, visions
of France were dancing in their heads and
Iona was dancing on the field.
The A side took the field first with a
great attitude. The score was 6-6 at the
half thanks to two penalty kicks by
James "I'll meet you guys back at
Fairfield, I'm off to get lucky" Galligan.
But Iona didn't play the gracious host arid

THE

scored two tries in the second half en
route to a 16-6 win.
The killer B's weren't any more
successful as they limped out with a 10-0
defeat. Adam "Mad Dog" Roseowiecz
displayed some fine hitting and no one
gat by Jim "Rabid Dog" Eschmann. The
C's finished off the day on a high note as
they took a 6-0 verdict from the Gaels.
Jeff "Rec Plex is a figment" Campbell
scored Fairfield's only try of the day amid
the cheers of Johnny Hardbucket and the
Bleacher Creatures. The C's success was
attributed
to
the
inter-cultural
calesthenics of Mario. Lastly, we'd like
to thank the editor for doing such a fine
job.

"I sorry I dropped it, but it was burning my fingers." (photo by Brisco)

mmm PIAOE AT THE Bmm TA
ATTENTION ACCOUNTING MAJORS

WE ARE LOOKING FOR RESULTS-ORIENTED PEOPLE TO JOIN OUR TEAM .
WE WANT INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE THE TALENT TO BECOME FINANCIAL LEADERS

IF YOU MISSED INTERVIEW SIGN-UPS, STOP BY ON OCTOBER 22
AND GIVE US YOUR RESUME.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The EQUITABLE
Financial Companies
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SPORTS
Match draws large crowd

Carella makes top ten

Soccerheads battle Nat'I Champs
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
The men's soccer team hosted the
defending NCAA champion, Duke Blue
Devils, in front of a good-size contingent
this past Columbus Day. Duke arrived in
Fairfield at 9-2, the sixth ranked team in
the country, and just off a 2-1 victory
over UCONN, also one of the nation's
best. The Stags, on the other, less
impressive hand, lost their last three
matches coming into Monday's contest.
All three games were against MAAC
opponents and the Stags were unable to
net one goal. Despite the skid, the 2-7-1
Stags were pumped up to play the
national champs.
Scrappy, hustling defense and the
continued wall-like play of Stag
sophomore goalie Jim Kallio kept the
game scoreless for the first twenty
minutes. Then, the predictable occurred.
In a 5:47 span, the Blue Devils blasted
three shots by an already shell-shocked
. Kallio, to give Duke a 3-0 halftime lead.
The second half featured mostly Duke
reserves, who scored two goals of their
own, to make the final 5-0. Co-captain
Jim Roche summed up team feeling.

By Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor

Fairfield
Soccer's
biggest day
Sophomore Pat Balch (above)
battles a Duke Blue Devil
during action this past
Monday.
Jim Kallio always wondered
what it was like to be shot at
by national champs.

"To be competitive, really
competitive, we need a few highcaliber athletes like you saw out
there today. And the only way
you can do that is scholarships."
Coach John Barrett
"We know they're the defending
champs, but we were hoping for an
upset. It was a great game."
The five goal difference lay not in
desire or will to win, but pure talent. The
reserve Blue Devils are on scholarship
and the Stag starters are not. In
scheduling all Division I opponents,
second year head coach John Barrett is
driving our soccer program into the big
time. Barrett is taking the program there
in a Porsche by challenging the national
champs.
"I'm pleased with the turnout and the
way our kids played. We knew we had to

(photos by Whitehouse)

play well defensively and I thought we
did. We made a few mistakes and a team
like Duke capitalizes on those."
Barrett and his team continue this
season with some other very formidable
foes, such as UMASS and U.R.I.. Duke
coach John Rennie thinks Fairfield is
headed in the right direction.
"Fairfield has the potential to create
excitement on campus in the fall because
of the lack of a football team. Good
recruiting and good coaching can only go

The Fairfield University Baseball
Team concluded its 1987 Fall season this
past weekend winning 1 game and losing
3 to finish out their autumn schedule
with an overall 3-8 record. The lone
bright spot of the weekend was a
dramatic come-from-behind 2-1 victory
over Quinnipiac College in the opening
game of the weekend contests. After a
non-interesting stretch of 6 innings,
which had the Stags trailing 1-0, Chris
Cook doubled sharply to right. Joe
Solomine promptly walked and both
runners were sacrificed a base by
freshman Rob Banasiak. Up stepped
freshman Joe Greiner who blasted an
offering into the right field corner scoring
both runners and lifting Fairfield to its
last victory of 1987. Co-captain Jose
Perez had another fine outing picking up
his second victory of the year. Perez's
Travel Field Opportunity. Gain
valuable marketing experience
while earning money. Campus
representatives needed immediately for spring break trips to Florida. Call Campus Marketing at
1-800-282-6221.

so far. You need the money to build a
program."
It is quite apparent that John Barrett
agrees with Rennie, and knows how he
would like the program to progress.
"To
be
competitive,
really
competitive, we need a few high caliber
athletes like you saw out there today.
And the only way you can do that is
scholarships."

control remained his forte as he scattered
just 5 hits and struck out 3.
The remaining contests, however,
were as dull as the Columbus Day
weekend weather. The second game of the
Quinnipiac series found Fairfield on the
wrong end of a 3-0 score. Sophomore
Matt Garderner pitched well, but the Stag
bats must have been somewhere on the
Nina, Pinta or Santa Maria. Sunday's
doubleheader at Yale proved
less
rewarding as the Stags dropped a 7-3
game to the Bulldogs and rain washed out
the nightcap. Monday's cold and early
start kept the Fan Appreciation Day
crowd at home, the Stags dropped an
uneventful 4-1 game anyhow, and ended a
disappointing season at 3-8.
Stag Notes: The Stags take a 2
1/2 month break before training camp
opens for the all important 40 game
Spring slate. The season opens with a
Spring Break trip to North Carolina and
10 games against tough Southern
competition.

The Magic
Number.
is 8
^^^^^^^^

The Men's Golf Team closed out its
fall schedule with two tournaments
during the first week of October. On
Sunday the fourth, they traveled to
Amherst, Massachusettes to participate
in the Toski Invitational.
However,
Mother Nature reared its (her?) angry
head, and rain forced the postponement of
play until Monday.
The extra day of rest must have been
a blessing in disguise for co-captain Joe
"NKT" Carella, who shot a four over par
76, finishing tied for 9th place, out of
130 golfers. Joe qualified for the 9-hole
play-off, and calling on all his physical
reserves, he managed to finish just six
shots off the lead after an exhausting 27
holes of play. Other individual scores
included Jason Reynolds with an 88,
John Popovich with a 95, and John
Lucas' 96. The team finished 20th out
of 24 teams, but Joe's performance
helped provide some ray of hope for the
upcoming ECAC Qualifier Tournament.
With only two days of rest after the
Toski Invitational, the linksters hit the
greens once again for the ECAC's. Led
by Joe "Top Ten" Carella, the team
finished 10th out of 24 teams, a, vast
improvement from three days earlier.
Since only the top two teams go to the
ECAC finals, however, this proved to be
the final match for Fairfield's fall season.
Finishing the tournament strong and
looking forward to the spring season
were Carella (79), co-captain Kevin
Christine (91), John Murphy (86), Greg
Germain (86), and Rusty "Don't make
fun of me in this article" Magner (91).
After a long fall and winter layoff,
during which the team will be
conditioning at Gold's Gym, the spring
schedule will begin April 1st. Have a
nice vacation guys, and good luck in the
spring.

Lady lobbers take tri-match
By "Trash" Arciero
Staff Writer

Stag Nine to hibernate
By Andy Davis
Staff Writer

Golfers finish
10th in ECAC
Qualifier

The freezing temperatures and
blistering winds of winter may be here a
bit early, but they haven't stopped those
Lady Racqueteers: We have endured,
we've weathered the storm, you might
say.
Although the past week has been
somewhat of a rollercoaster, the tennis
femmes fought hard every step of the
way. Thursday the team met those
ruthless Army brutes...I mean brats. The
Lady Stags could not stop these women
of steel, but each match was down to the
wire. Congratulations are well deserved
by Maura "Who needs to shower?"
O'Callaghan, who crushed her army
opponent and triumphed 7-5 in a third set
match.
Joan Dolan would like to thank all
those who came out to support the team
during that tough match.
Joan was
psyched about the crowd but still thinks
"you can do better than that." Thanks,
also, to members of the faculty who
cheered us on: Dr. Lane, Dr. Orman, and
Dr. Katz. Please keep coming and get
some more faculty out there too! Hey,
"Chief" Donnarumma, where were
you???
Saturday proved to be a day of
salvation for the netters.
The team
participated in their annual Tri-Match vs.
Rhode Island College and Southern
Connecticut University.
This year
proved to be the second consecutive year

that the female tennisheads captured the
title over both schools. The strong lineup consisted of five singles players and
two doubles teams, with no "repeats".
Joan Dolan, Tricia Hanley, Cheryl
Cronin, Regina Amen, and Donna
Savarese battled through their singles
matches against two schools.
Trish
Arciero and Maura O'Callaghan fought off
their doubles opponents while
newcomers Kristin O'Grady and Jennifer
Jacoby were a strong duo.
Columbus Day, however, was not
much of a holiday for the Lady Stags.
They met Connecticut College and were
defeated score of five wins to four.
Singles victories went to Regina Amen
and Donna Savarese.
Doubles duo
Cheryl Cronin and Regina Amen crushed
their opponents. Maura O'Callaghan and
Trish Arciero also triumphed, surviving
the pressure of Mike Harding's
scrutinizing eye. I think he's getting
nervous — don't worry, we'll give you a
few games, kids. But hurry - a line is
forming:
Matt "Who's my date for
harvest?" McLaughlin and Brian "It's fee
simple" Dempsey are trying to plan
some sort of a strategy to back up their
oh, too confident challenge.
Saturday, October 17 of Parents'
Weekend, the lady tennisheads meet
Manhattan. C'mon, bring Mom and Dad
out to the courts. Remember though, it
may be cold; dress warm. Kathleen
McCormack
will
be
distributing
turtlenecks at the match for those in
need.

